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For more than 60 years, the same core belief has guided Lutron — that innovative 
design and the transformative nature of light have the power to enrich people’s lives. 
The Lutron luxury portfolio is the purest expression of that belief. Welcome to the Art of Effortless
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Next-generation lighting. Hand-crafted controls.
Reinvent how light in the home should feel.

Product: Ketra Lighting with Alisse Keypads | Residence: East Hampton, New York

Captivating Beauty

The Experience
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Reflect your style with experiences as unique as you are. Personalize lighting, 
shades, and controls to complement the home and the life you live in it.

Product: Palladiom Shades and Keypads | Residence: Midtown Manhattan, New York

Bespoke Experiences
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Designed with life in mind. Stay connected to your home with  
controls that feel natural, responsive, and simple to use.

Product: Palladiom Shades and Lutron App | Residence: Sag Harbor, New York

Intuitive Interactions
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Seamless, precise, and hand-crafted: This is your home tailored and  
connected to form a system that’s far more powerful than the sum of its parts.

The Elements

Lighting  14 Shades  22 Controls  30 Integration  38
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Product: Ketra Lighting and Alisse Controls | Residence: East Hampton, New York

Lutron invented home lighting control more than 60 years ago, and we’ve been the industry 
leader ever since. Now, with the introduction of Ketra — the most revolutionary light source 
since the monofilament — the Lutron luxury portfolio delivers a level of control and customization 
never before possible. Experience light control that will change how you live.

LightingLighting
The Future of Light in the Built Environment



Midday

Retreat

Sync with Nature
Sunrise to sunset — feel the day’s natural shifts in intensity 
and color throughout every room of your home. With an 
internal, astronomical clock and geolocation, the Natural 
Show synchronizes your Ketra light sources with the sun 
to deliver an ever-adjusting experience in tune with the 
day’s rhythms.

Relax

Product: Ketra Lighting | Residence: Austin, Texas

Evening Night

Recharge

Indulge Your Mood
Express what you feel in light. Retreat to the warm amber of 
an incandescent glow, relax in the cool blue of moonlight, or 
recharge in a revitalizing bath of violet hues. Ketra’s high-def 
palette renders color with pinpoint accuracy, giving you the 
freedom to paint each moment with a mood.

Product: Ketra Lighting | Residence: Austin, Texas
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Product: Ketra Lighting | Residence: Beverly Hills, California

Bring Art to Life
Bring museum lighting to your home with Ketra TruBeam and 
Vibrancy. Ketra’s first-of-its-kind ability to render color and 
sculpt light makes textures, textiles, and artwork burst to life.
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Meet Ketra —  
the World’s Most 
Innovative Light Source

Designed from the ground up with breakthrough precision 
optics and dozens of patented innovations, Ketra creates a new 
standard for light in the built environment. With its unique ability 
to synchronize with the sun’s natural cycles, Ketra can create 
renewed connections to your surroundings. It’s lighting technology 
for the age of well-being.

David Trubridge Lumetta Niche Modern Remains  

Lighting

Stephen Pikus 

Designs

Vibia See all

A curated selection of decorative fixtures that work with 
Ketra lamps to bring together the highest quality light with 
the highest quality fixtures.

A20 S30 S38S30 Trim D4R LS0 G2

Ketra Ready

LampsDownlights Linears

D3
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Product: Palladiom Shades | Residence: Austin, Texas

Like a dimmer for the sun. Lutron automated shades are an integral part of the light 
control system, weaving whisper-quiet privacy, protection, and the choice between 
hundreds of premium textiles into the Lutron luxury portfolio.

ShadesShades
Tailored Precision



Product: Palladiom Shades | Clear Anodized

Intelligent Hembar Alignment
When in motion, Lutron shades monitor their hembar alignment over a hundred times  

a second to ensure shades raise and lower in calm unison.

Whisper Quiet
Lutron designs each drive and curates each textile to be as quiet as possible, measuring the 

shade movement down to a fraction of a decibel to ensure it’s as quiet as a whisper.

Product: Palladiom Shades | Satin Nickel
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Product: Palladiom Shades | Residence: New York City, New York

Beautiful Privacy
Cut glare and personalize privacy. Choose from hundreds of 
woven textiles designed to help you strike a balance between 
connection to the world and sanctuary from it.
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Authentic materials. Hand-finished detailing. Breakthrough 
engineering. With the quiet, automated shade, Lutron 
established an entirely new category, combining 
groundbreaking technology, such as Intelligent Hembar 
Alignment, with refined style in a way only Lutron could.

Welcome to the  
Art of the Shade

Lutron collaborates with world-leading 
textile manufacturers to bring a breadth of 
uncompromising beauty and performance 
to its line of automated shades.

Palladiom Wired

& Wire-Free

Wired & Wire-Free 

Rollers

Horizontal Sheer 

Blinds

Roman 

Shades

Wired & Wire-Free 

Venetian Wood Blinds

Ripplefold & Pinch 

Pleat Drapery

Hardware

Fabrics & Patterns

Hembars

Drapery & BlindsRoller Shades

Atelier  

Collection

Classico  

Collection

Gallery  

Collection

Palladiom Roller Shade Hardware Architectural, Designer, Sealed, and Palladiom Hembars

Explore Fabrics 29



Product: Alisse Keypad

Residence: East Hampton, New York

Crafted with authentic materials that bear the marks of artisanship. Each design decision is 
made not from the inside out to achieve a technical purpose, but from the outside in to ensure 
each control is beautiful, intuitive, and a pleasure to use.

Product: Alisse Keypads | Residence: East Hampton, New York

ControlsControls
Time-Honored Craftsmanship



Personal by Design
Custom button engraving makes instant home control second nature,  

not just for you but also for your guests.

Product: Alisse Keypad | Champagne Product: Alisse Keypad | Graphite

Simple by Design
Keypads make room and whole-home control effortless. Each button is custom engraved and 

programmed, so common commands are fingertip accessible throughout your home.
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Control From Anywhere
Immediate access to personalized light, shade, and climate 
control, whether you’re lounging in the living room or sipping 
sunset cocktails in the harbor. The Lutron App puts whole-
home control in the palm of your hand.

Product: Lutron App for HomeWorks system 35



Aesthetics. Cognition. Ergonomics. These principles guide 
the Lutron design process, ensuring each custom-engraved 
keypad strikes a balance between architectural elegance and 
intuitive simplicity.

Experience the Craft of 
Lutron Control

Expand or upgrade your Lutron luxury  
portfolio with smart-connected controls, 
remotes, and integrated accessories.  
Or complete the project with stand-alone 
devices, such as vacancy/occupancy 
sensors, receptacles, and screwless, 
color- and material-coordinated faceplates.

Alisse Palladiom

Other Controls

Signature Series

Signature 

Metals

Architectural 

Metal

Architectural 

Glass

ArchitraveseeTouch Sunnata

GRAFIK T Maestro Pico Sensors

Architectural 

Matte
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Video

Audio

Security

Security, climate control, A/V, home automation, voice — tying these components to the portfolio  
is what makes a smart, luxury home truly intelligent. And with Lutron’s latest technologies,  
these third-party integrations have never been more responsive, reliable, or secure.

IntegrationIntegration
Advanced Connection

Voice Control

Product: Various | Residence: Orlando, Florida

Climate Control



Home Theater
Remake any room into an immersive home cinema. Queue up a film,  

tune the room’s lighting, and close the drapery with the push of a button.

Security
“Vacation Mode” adds to the home security system by dimming lights and adjusting shades in 

a sequence automatically created to mimic your day-to-day habits.
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Voice Control
The most natural way to control the home. Voice allows anyone in the room  

to control lights, shades, climate, and any other connected device.

Product: Palladiom with Josh AI Product: Palladiom Climate Control and Keypad

Climate Control
Craft your comfort. Control heating, cooling, and fans via Lutron thermostats,  

keypads, timeclocks, and the Lutron App.
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®

Unlock the full potential of the intelligent home. The Lutron 
luxury portfolio serves as the ultimate smarthome foundation. 
A/V, security, climate, voice assistants — nearly anything you 
can imagine. Your Lutron custom integrator will seamlessly 
connect each part of the portfolio to be responsive, reliable, 
and secure.

Enjoy the Luxury of 
Seamless Integration

Voice

Security and A/V Integration

Audio Temperature Other
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Since the beginning, Lutron’s in-house design and engineering 
have been rooted in the same core principles. The consistency 
of our designs reflects the consistency of those principles. 
Aesthetics, Cognition, Ergonomics.

With thousands of patents to build on, the latest generation 
of the Lutron luxury portfolio brings together best-in-class 
dimming technology, automated shades, and next-generation 
lighting fixtures to set a new standard for whole-home control.  

Design-driven. People-centered. For over six decades, 
Lutron has been redefining the role light plays in our lives.

The Lutron Difference

Heritage Quality
Quality and reliability are what we make. That’s why each 
component comes with an extensive warranty and the 
backing of industry-best 24/7 technical support.

Immerse yourself in the ultimate whole-home control 
experience. Lutron lighting experts demonstrate the 
benefits of integrated lighting, shades, and control in a 
setting designed to inspire. Schedule a consultation at 
a Lutron Experience Center today.

Service Experience Centers
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Located in the heart of New York’s NoMad design district. 

The Global Experience Center is the premier Lutron 

destination for meetings, industry events, and inspiring 

demonstrations.

Phone: +1 929.476.0230

Email: nyexperience@lutron.com

NYC NoMad

Experience Centers

New York’s home for residential architecture and design 

professionals, located in the D&D building. Experience the 

latest in smart home control and gather materials and fabrics 

from an exhaustive sample library.

Phone: +1 212.752.1214

Email: nyshowroom@lutron.com

NYC D&D

Designed by local architects for local design professionals. 

The Collaboration Studio at Ketra Headquarters inspires 

dialogue between the design community and its clients 

with demonstrations of Lutron’s next-gen lighting and 

control systems.

Email: studio@ketra.com

Austin

A LEED Gold certified hub for residential and commercial 

energy management technology. Now reimagined to exhibit 

Lutron’s breakthrough portfolio of tunable, full-spectrum 

architectural lighting.

Phone: +1 202.624.5700

Email: dcexperience@lutron.com

Lutron’s headquarters for hands-on systems training. Learn 

about Lutron’s history of innovation and preview the future of 

electric light with a visit to the Experience Center and Ketra 

Studio in Coopersburg, PA.

Phone: +1 610.282.6280

Email: paexperience@lutron.com

Washington D.C.

Coopersburg, PA

The original Lutron center for the connected lighting and 

shade control experience, and a weather-perfect location 

for hosting team, hands-on trainings. Just a 15-minute 

drive from the Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood airport in 

Plantation, FL.

Phone: +1 954.577.6294

Email: flexperience@lutron.com

Book a demo

Florida

A collaborative space inspired by the creative community 

it was designed to support. The Lutron LA Design Studio 

is a white canvas for experimentation with art, material, 

and light.

Phone: +1 213.224.3660

Email: laexperience@lutron.com

Los Angeles

Lutron’s European home for the design community and its 

customers. State-of-the-art demonstrations are designed to 

educate and inspire, showcasing Europe’s latest connected 

lighting and shading solutions.

Phone: +44 (0) 207.702.0657

Email: euroexperience@lutron.com

London

The west coast hub for hands-on Lutron learning, and 

a backstage pass to the next generation of lighting and 

control systems. Minutes from the John Wayne airport, 

in Orange County, CA.

Phone: +1 949.474.4140

Email: caexperience@lutron.com

A LEED Gold certified center for trainings and commercial project 

meetings. Experience scalable wired and wireless solutions for 

both lighting and shade control systems — easily accessible from 

Greater Toronto’s transportation hubs and major highways.

Phone: +1 905.754.3300

Email: torexperience@lutron.com

Irvine

Toronto
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